
ENHANCE is DIAGNAL’s content management solution for premium content 
companies looking to build great products and content partnerships both quickly and 
cost effectively. Whether you need to augment an existing OVP or content catalog with 
new/enriched metadata, introduce new content types, power new premium streaming 
applications, create landing pages for teams/players/matches/shows, deliver compelling 
marketing campaigns or share your latest produced content to your partners/social 
channels, ENHANCE has the content management and publishing features you need 
to level up your premium content business. 

Your Content, 
Delivered 
Everywhere.

Distribute and Create

Premium Content Metadata Model

Simplified and Quick content ingest and publishing 

Manage Video and Non Video Assets in one place

Modern GraphQL APIs for all your content distribution needs

Highly Secure and Scalable cloud based platform

Powerful content tagging, filtering & querying



Manage your live channels and your back-
up video delivery infrastructure so you’re 
ready for peak viewing times. Convert 
live streams to video on demand assets 
automatically or manually with mark in 
and out points. Connect live programs 
and VOD to premium metadata easily.

Your go to place for premium content distribution

Easily ingest from multiple sources 
including your existing online video 
platform (OVP). Pre-integrated with 
common industry standard data formats 
and data partners. Post ingestion, enrich 
metadata manually or automatically. 

View and manage all assets, update 
asset metadata and schedule 
publishing to distribution channels. 
A competition editor makes it simple 
to manage your sports content 
production schedule across the entire 
season. Bulk actions and automated 
asset creation with predefined 
templates makes setting up and 
managing large asset catalogs an 
easy job for content operators.

And more … there are just too many 
features to mention here.
 
To know more about what ENHANCE 
can offer your premium content business 
speak to one of our specialists today using 
the contact details below.

Organise your assets into collections 
(buckets) in any way you see fit. Use 
automatically created or curated 
buckets that you can publish 
internally to development teams or 
externally to partners. 

Protect premium content access 
and publishing through two factor 
authentication, fine grained role 
management and full audit history across 
the platform. Know what’s happening with 
your premium content and by whom at all 
times. 

Tag your assets with built-in or 
custom-defined tag types, helping 
you to group/categorize your assets 
in any way you wish. Filter your 
assets by tags using filters or using 
built in Lucene queries.

A modern GraphQL API that allows 
your development teams to query 
the content source of truth for your 
organisation in infinite combinations. 
Our APIs have been proven to scale to 
huge loads and are fully documented for 
tech teams to get started straight away.

Configure the CMS and make it your 
own. Ingest, metadata, assets, image 
specs are all configurable. Configurable 
asset templates make it easy to create 
new assets by pre-filling fields based on 
your metadata. 

An extendable premium content model 
that is an exact fit for all your metadata 
storage, management and retrieval 
needs. Suitable for premium sports, 
entertainment and more.

Live and VOD

Ingest and Enrich

Curation

Tagging

GraphQL API

Administration

In Built Premium 
Content Model

Asset Management

2FA, Role 
Management and 
Audit History

DIAGNAL ENHANCE brings you a modern scalable 
platform to deliver your premium content across the full 
range of your products and partnerships. Accompanied 
with the power user tools required to efficiently run 
content operations with right sized teams.

Deliver compelling experiences to your viewers, do 
more with content, feed a multitude of downstream 
content apps and partners with DIAGNAL ENHANCE.

Content Everywhere.

India

United Kingdom

Hong Kong

+852 2219 9913

+91 471 2710404

+44 734 103 9500

contact-hk@diagnal.com

www.diagnal.com

contact-india@diagnal.com

contact-uk@diagnal.com

Manage news articles, publishing rules and 
social media embeds in the same CMS as 
your video assets.

Articles


